Abstract-We study distributed interference networks in which the transmitting-receiving pairs (or users) can communicate over several orthogonal channels. The network is said to be decisionwise distributed because each transmitter is assumed to choose the way it spreads its power over the available channels to maximize its individual rate. The main contribution of this paper is to prove that, depending on the network parameters, allowing every transmitter to use several channels simultaneously instead of a single one may lead to a global performance degradation in terms of the sum-rate at Nash equilibrium. In distributed networks, the Nash equilibria have the potential to be implemented with local knowledge and by low-complexity iterative or learning processes. Performance degradation is typically observed when the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is sufficiently high. The existence of such scenarios is proved analytically for networks composed of arbitrary number of users and channels and for large networks (of many users). Simulations confirm our analytical results in the low and high SNR regimes but also illustrate this phenomenon for intermediate SNR values.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless networks in which transmitters have to take decisions on how to use radio resources in an autonomous manner capture an increasing interest. We will refer to this type of wireless networks as distributed or decentralized wireless networks. An example of such a network is given by small cell networks (SCNs) [2] . Indeed, one way of boosting data rates in cellular networks is to deploy a large number of small base stations that cannot be controlled by a single central entity and therefore have to be nearly autonomous in terms of managing radio resources. Another important example of such networks is WiFi networks: each access point has to select the operating channel or band without the assistance of a central entity. In both SCNs and WiFi networks, it may seem quite obvious that the more channels the transmitters will use the higher the data rates will be. In this respect, the startup codeon [1] promotes a software solution which allows channel bundling to be implemented in WiFi networks, i.e., several WiFi channels are exploited simultaneously instead of one as done currently.
While the benefits in terms of data rate for a point-topoint communication between a (multi-channel) WiFi access point and a (multi-channel) WiFi user terminal are well understood, a question may arise about the global benefits when several access point-user terminal pairs operate in the multi-channel mode in the presence of interference. Similarly, 5G cellular phones are expected to exploit several technologies simultaneously or a single technology using multiple channels or bands at a time. If the system is centralized, allowing every transmitter to exploit more channels or bands "necessarily" leads to a potentially better global performance, say in terms of network sum-rate. However, if we consider a distributed network where transmitters perform individual or local maximization operations, it is not clear whether allowing them to use more channels will lead to a better global performance. Providing elements of response to this question is precisely the purpose of this paper.
To address the raised issue, we exploit one of the classical models of interference networks which is the parallel interference channel (PIC). This model represents a communication scenario in which several transmitter-receiver pairs communicate through a common set of orthogonal channels. While the problem of distributed power allocation in PICs has attracted a lot of attention from the communications community (the corresponding line of works was to a large extent pioneered by [11] ), the problem of distributed channel selection in PICs has only been treated analytically in a relatively very small number of papers.
The closest works to the present paper are [6] [9]. In [6] , the authors focus on the Nash equilibrium existence and uniqueness problems of the following power allocation and channel selection 1 games: the considered PIC is assumed to comprise two transmitter-receiver pairs and two channels; for each channel realization, each transmitter chooses its power allocation vector or selects its channel in order to "maximize" its individual data rate. The problem of comparing the global performance of the two scenarios in terms of power allocation policies is not tackled. In [9] , the equilibrium analysis is treated in detail in the case of the parallel multiple access channel, which is a special case of the PIC. The problem of comparing the global performance in terms of sum-rate of distributed power allocation with the one of channel selection is introduced but not developed. Motivated by the practical importance of this comparison, the aim of the present work is to provide more general analytical and simulation results in PIC. Our interesting results provide a better understanding on how to use the spectrum in interference networks.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section II, the comparison of performance problem is formulated. In Section III, we provide several new analytical results which allow one to better characterize the global performance degradation phenomenon induced by using multiple channels in distributed interference networks. Section IV is dedicated to numerical results. In particular, simulations show that the global performance degradation phenomenon observed for small and large networks can also be observed for networks of intermediate sizes (e.g., for four transmitter-receiver pairs).
II. MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a wireless communications system, which comprises K transmitter-receiver pairs. Each transmitter wants to communicate with its respective receiver. More precisely, transmitter k P K, K " t1, ..., Ku, has to allocate its available power among N ě 1 orthogonal channels or frequency bands to maximize its own transmission rate (individual utility)
where p n k is the power transmitter k allocates to band n, p " pp accounts for the thermal noise. In our analysis, block fading channels are assumed. The channel gain g n k is assumed to be constant over a block and to be the realization of a random variable whose probability density function is given by: f n k pxq "
or x ě 0 and f n k pxq " 0 for x ă 0. Additionally, all channel gains are assumed to be drawn independently.
As one of our motivations is to assess the global network performance in terms of sum-utility, it might seem surprising that maximizing a individual utility function is considered as the objective assigned to a transmitter. This choice can be motivated by many arguments but we will just mention a few of them. Note that even if there were a central node that could control the whole vector p and would have global channel state information (CSI) g " pg 1 , ..., g K q, it wouldn't be able to perform the direct maximization of the sum-utility w.r.t. p. Indeed, the corresponding problem is very difficult from an optimization point of view, but also from a computational point of view if exhaustive search over partitioned spaces is performed. Therefore, even if the network is devised by a single designer, there is a high interest in considering individual utilities with partial or local control of the variables. Of course, when such a central node is not available, considering individual utilities is much more compatible with the fact that, in general, transmitters can only perform partial control and have only partial or local CSI.
For a classical optimization problem which involves a single function and full control of its variables, the notion of optimality is clear. However, in the presence of multiple decision makers that have partial control of these variables, the very meaning of optimality is unclear. Indeed, the optimal decision for transmitter k depends on the decisions made by the other transmitters. This is one of the reasons why other solution concepts than optimality need to be considered in such a setting. A fundamental solution concept is the notion of Nash point or equilibrium. As very well illustrated by the iterative water-filling algorithm (IWFA) [11] , which converges 2 to a Nash equilibrium (NE), one of the major assets of the NE is that it may be implemented with local knowledge only and reached through low complexity iterative or learning procedures (see e.g., [5] ). This is why we consider, in almost the entire paper, the performance of the network at equilibrium. The procedures or algorithms to reach NE are not addressed here. Before introducing an NE, we first define explicitly the strategic-form games.
The strategic-form game of interest consists of a triplet: the set of decision makers corresponding to K here; their strategy sets that contain all their possible choices and are the power allocation sets; and their utility functions that depend on their own choices but also on the others' choices and are defined here below. We consider three different scenarios with respect to the set of power allocation vectors allowed to each transmitter. The considered utility functions are given by (1) but, to clearly indicate that the power allocation sets and, thus, the domains of u k are different, we will denote the corresponding utility functions by v s k pp; g k q where s P tMC, MT, SCu and MC, MT, and SC respectively stands for multi-channel, multitransmitter, and single-channel scenarios. The single-channel or channel selection scenario corresponds to a network in which every transmitter can use only one channel among N possible ones. Denoting by P max the maximal transmit power and introducing p k " pp 1 k , ..., p N k q, the sets of power allocation vectors are defined as follows:
.., P max e N u where pe 1 , ..., e N q represents the canonical basis of R N (i.e., e 1 " p1, 0, ..., 0q, e 2 " p0, 1, 0, ..., 0q, etc). An important comment is now in order. The MC and SC scenarios assume a total budget P max while the MT scenario assumes an N times higher total power budged. In spite of this fact, the latter scenario is of practical importance as well. In the WiFi example mentioned in Section I, channel bundling can be implemented by using available USB ports on the access point and user terminals. In such a case, there can be one radio frequency transmitter per channel and there is no additional power constraint on the sum. Now, let us define an NE for the games under consideration. With a slight abuse of notation, the power vector p is denoted by p " pp 1 , ..., p K q " pp k , p´kq.
Definition 1 (Pure Nash Equilibrium). Let s P tMC, MT, SCu. The power vector p " pp k , p´kq is an NE of the strategic form game pK, pP
At this point, we can define the different quantities proposed to compare the global performance of an interference network in which transmitters can use several bands simultaneously (i.e., either all transmitters use P MC k or they all use P MT k ) and another one where using only one band is allowed (i.e., all the transmitters use P SC k ). We will denote by w s pp; gq the sum-utility function for scenario s P tMC, MT, SCu . The above quantities rely on the equilibrium analysis of the power allocation games under consideration. The corresponding analyses have been conducted in [11] [6][9] and will not be detailed here. The main points to be mentioned are as follows. The power allocation game for the scenario MC possesses in general several equilibria [6] . The same observation holds for the channel selection game for scenario SC [9] . This is the reason why the best and worst equilibria are considered. In fact, the metric r R s is deliberately in favor of the power allocation game MC. If the best equilibrium of the game in scenario SC is considered, the global performance degradation phenomenon under consideration occurs more frequently; 3 More details about this policy are provided in Section III.
Definition 2 (Global performance comparison measures
some numerical results will be provided to illustrate this point. Now, in the power allocation game of scenario MT, there exists a unique Nash equilibrium which corresponds to using full power on each band. Therefore, the equilibrium power allocation policies can be seen as uniform power allocation policies with a power budget of N P max .
The main purpose of the next two sections is to exploit the above measures to prove the existence of scenarios where allowing every transmitter to use several bands instead of one leads to a global performance degradation. These scenarios correspond to a large extent to asymptotic regimes. It turns out that some of those regimes can be observed in practice; operating SNRs are (resp. will be) typically high in WiFi networks (resp. SCNs).
III. ANALYTICAL PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
In Section II, we have implicitly assumed (without loss of generality) that the noise level is the same at all the receivers. The common SNR parameter SNR " P max σ 2 plays a major role in determining whether using multiple bands instead of one is beneficial in terms of global performance. When the SNR is small, equilibrium power allocation policies in scenarios SC and MC can be proved to coincide.
Proposition 1 (Low SNR regime, K, N arbitrary). For all K ě 2, N ě 2, and s P tMC, MTu we have that
The proof is omitted because of space limitations. Proposition 1 translates that the interference is negligible compared to the noise when σ 2 Ñ 8. The transmitters' decisions are no longer interdependent and the power allocation games MC, MT, and SC become classical optimization problems: only the direct channel gains g n kk matter to transmitter k. Since total transmit power is limited to P max for MC, the rate is maximized by selecting the best band. The SC game also becomes a mere channel selection problem, which means that the distributed power allocation policies of MC and SC coincide at low SNR. On the other hand, for the game MT, the point p " pP max , ..., P max q P R KN remains the unique Nash equilibrium and its structure does not change with the operating SNR. This equilibrium can be checked to be more sum-rate-efficient than the equilibrium of the SC game, explaining that the above probability vanishes with the SNR.
A natural question is to know what happens when the SNR is high. Do we reach the same conclusion as in the low SNR regime? Providing the general answer for an arbitrary pair pK, N q seems to be a non-trivial problem, which is left as an extension of this paper. Rather, we treat here some special cases of interest N ě K and K " N " 2 that provide some useful insight into the general case. 
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Pr g " r R MC pSNR; 2; 2; gq ă 1
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Pr g " r R MT pSNR; K; N ; gq ă 1 ı " 1.
For the scenario MC, it is seen that (in the high SNR regime) allowing the transmitters to water-fill over the N available bands instead of restricting the spectrum use to a single band leads to a global performance degradation with a probability which is not vanishing. The probability of having a performance degradation is seen to be an increasing function of λ µ . It equals to 9 16 " 56.25% when the channels gains are i.i.d. (namely, λ " µ) and equals about 98% when pλ, µq " p1, 0.1q; note that this result holds for high SNR. Simulations will show that, for medium SNRs, the considered probability is in fact decreasing from a certain SNR value, confirming the intuition that under low interference levels water-filling is optimal. The result concerning the potential performance degradation questions the use of algorithms such as the IWFA; rather, an iterative algorithm which operates with discrete sets may lead to a better global performance. At high SNR, the scenario MT, in which equilibrium consists in using all bands at full power, always performs less than the worst equilibrium of the scenario SC. This is due to the fact the global performance is interference limited in this regime and the MT equilibrium creates more interference than the MC equilibrium, which is already less efficient than the SC equilibrium with a typically high probability. Of course, the fact that the degradation event is likely in scenario MC does not necessarily mean that the average rate is severely degraded, which explains why the expected rate is also considered. This is the purpose of the next proposition.
Proposition 3 (Extreme SNR regimes, expected rates).
Assume that @n, γ 
where ωpxq is defined in Proposition 2;
The first result translates that the equilibrium power allocation policies of the MC and SC scenario coincide in terms of expected rate at low SNR. The second result allows one to quantify to what extent MT equilibrium policies performs better than SC ones. This gain is seen to be independent of λ and µ, which is due to the fact that noise dominates the interference and useful or direct channels are identically distributed. The third result shows that equilibrium MC policies necessarily induce a performance degradation and the corresponding loss can be bounded. In a typical case in which the interference power is smaller than the useful signal by 10 dB (e.g., when pλ, µq " p1, 0.1q), we have that 0.02 ă r Γ s pSNR; 2; 2q ă 0.51. This means that using a multichannel power allocation scheme instead of a single-channel one leads to dividing the total sum-rate by at least 1 0.51 » 2. The fourth result readily follows from the result of Proposition 2 concerning the MT scenario.
So far, almost all the provided results concern finite interference networks regarding the number of transmitter-receiver pairs and the number of bands. An important question is whether the exhibited performance degradation phenomenon can be observed in larger networks. Finding the worst and best equilibria in games with large number of players does not seem to be trivial and is left as a significant extension of the present work. Instead, we compare interesting power allocation policies which do not correspond to equilibria in general: ‚ For the MC scenario:
‚ For the MT scenario: @k P K, p k " pP max , ..., P max q. The uniform power allocation policy happens to be the unique equilibrium of the game MT as well. Assuming these policies and a large interference network, the following result can be proved. This result allows one to compare the scaling laws of two interference networks which allow only uniform power allocation and channel selection respectively. For N " 10, the corresponding ratio equals about 3, showing a significant degradation involved by allowing the transmitter to exploit all the available bands. Of course, this result is pessimistic in the sense that interference channels are assumed to have the same average gain as the direct channels. Otherwise, the interference scenario will be less severe. The generalization of Proposition 4 to the non i.i.d. channel gains may be obtained by using tools from large random matrix theory [12] [13] . It might be argued that the number of transmitter-receiver pairs is taken to be large while not expanding the available spectrum resources. To address this issue another type of asymptotic regimes has to be considered that will not be be tackled here.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Finite systems: Multi-Channel scenario equilibria vs. Single-Channel scenario equilibria. We consider here that pK, N q " p2, 2q and pK, N q " p4, 4q. The direct channels are assumed stronger than the interfering ones: pλ, µq " p1, 0.1q. Our objective is to evaluate the sum-rate performance gap between the MC and SC at equilibrium. Fig. 1 and  2 respectively represent Pr g " r R MC pSNR; K; N ; gq ă 1 ı and r Γ MC pSNR; K; N q as functions of SNRpdBq " 10 log 10 SNR.
As our analytical results forecast, the probability that the MC equilibrium power allocation policies perform less than the SC ones tends to zero at low SNR and tends to one at high SNR. Fig. 1 also shows that this probability increases with SNR. These results are obtained using the IWFA algorithm under the equilibrium uniqueness condition of [11] . Interestingly, the figure allows one to delineate the two regimes in which the multi-channel solution performs better or worse than the SC one: the SNR threshold is about 25 dB. Above this threshold, restricting the choices of the transmitters in terms of using the spectrum is beneficial. For example, as shown in Fig. 2 , when SNRpdBq " 45 dB (which is a typical value in WiFi systems and will also be quite common in SCNs) the equilibrium MC sum-rate is only 60% of the sum-rate achieved by allowing the transmitters to use a single band only. Since these observations hold for a typical but specific choice pλ, µq " p1, 0.1q, we also study the influence of the ratio in dB, for pK, N q " p2, 2q and pK, N q " p4, 4q. As proved in (4) for pK, N q " p2, 2q, it can be seen that the probability that MC induces global performance degradation increases with the latter ratio. In other words, if the interference is relatively weak, the probability of performance degradation will be high. This is also confirmed by simulations for pK, N q " p4, 4q. But this holds for very high SNRs. By considering SNRpdBq " 50 dB, Fig. 4 shows that the performance degradation vanishes as the interference level decreases. The intuition is that, when the interference is low, the network behaves like a set of independent single-user communications i.e., water-filling over all the available bands is optimal. However, this is not observed for SNRpdBq " 70 dB and higher values for SNR: when σ 2 Ñ 0, the interference is not negligible compared to the noise. Other simulations, which are not reported here for obvious space limitations confirm the general tendencies the three commented figures indicate for different pK, N q. not be reported here. For r Γ MT pSNR; K; N q the behavior is also quite similar to r Γ MC pSNR; K; N q, as advocated by Fig. 5 . For pK, N q " p4, 4q, it can be seen that: at low SNR, using the multi-transmitter solution allows the sum-rate to be multiplied by about 2 w.r.t. the single-channel solution; at high SNR, the MT solution sum-rate is divided by about 2; for intermediate SNR, the sum-rate performance of the MT and SC are close. At low SNR, the values forecasted by (7) are validated. Similarly, when the SNR goes beyond 70 dB, predictions from (9) are also observed.
Large systems: MC/MT Uniform Power Allocation policy vs. Best Channel Selection policy. We focus here on the expected sum-rate comparison between the UPA (MC setting), the full power P max in every channel policy (MT setting) and the best channel selection policy (CS setting). Fig. 6 represents the expected sum-rates against the number of transmitterreceiver pairs K, for the scenario: N " 10, SNR " 10 dB, pλ, µq " p1, 0.1q. This figure allows one to have an idea about the network scaling laws under different power allocation policies. Roughly, when the system is not loaded, say for a load which is less than K N " 30 10 for the considered simulation setting, using several bands is beneficial for the network sum-rate. Above this threshold, using a single band allows to achieve a significantly better sum-rate performance.
V. CONCLUSION
In distributed interference networks, allowing individual rate-maximizing transmitters to spread their power over the entire spectrum, as opposed to using a single band, may result in sum-rate performance losses. In this work, three spectrum allocation scenarios are compared in terms of equilibrium sumrates: multi-channel (the users can spread their powers over several channels under an overall power constraint), multitransmitter (the users can spread their power under a different power constraint per channel), and single-channel scenarios (the users can only choose one channel). These scenarios differ only in the available transmitters' action choices. At low SNR, when noise dominates interference the multi-channel and single-channel are shown to perform similarly while the multi-transmitter dominates both of them thanks to the fact more available total power is available (N P max instead of P max ). At high SNR, the single-channel solution is shown to outperform both the multi-channel and multi-transmitter solutions. The same observation is made when increasing the number of users for a fixed SNR; using a single channel instead of multiple channels is very beneficial in terms of sumrate. Simulation results validate the proved results and allow one to quantify the thresholds in terms of SNR and number of users which delineate the regimes in which the singlechannel dominates (or is dominated by) the multi-channel and multi-transmitter solutions. Therefore, our results question the use of distributed power allocation algorithms such as the IWFA. Possible extensions include: interference channels with more diverse channel gains statistics and correlation profiles, multiple input and multiple output systems.
